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1 Introduction
Partial evaluation is a powerful automated strategy for transforming programs, some
of whose inputs are known. The classic simple example is the power function,
power n x = if n = 1 then x else x  power (n , 1) x
which, given that n is known to be 3, can be transformed into the specialised version
power3 x = x  (x  x)
The computations on known data (static computations) are performed by the partial
evaluator once and for all, and in general the resulting residual program is considerably more ecient than the original.
Over the last decade partial evaluators have developed from experimental toys
into well-engineered tools. But the problem of specialising typed programs has never
been satisfactorily solved. Straightforward methods produce residual programs that
operate on the same types of data as the original program, but this may not be appropriate. For example, where the original program needs a sum type, the residual
program may actually only use data lying in one summand. The tagging and untagging operations are then an unnecessary overhead; it would be better to simplify
the type to the summand actually used. Such type specialisation was identi ed as a
`challenging problem in partial evaluation' by Neil Jones in 1987, but there are still
no really satisfactory methods for doing it.
The problem is particularly acute when the program to be specialised is an
interpreter. Interpreters are universal programs which can simulate the behaviour
of any other; when an interpreter is specialised to the program P, the residual
program is equivalent to P, but is expressed in the language that the partial evaluator
processes. It can be considered to be compiled code for P. But suppose the interpreter
is written in a typed language: then values of every type must be represented by
injecting them into one universal type, a tagged sum of all the types that can occur.
When such an interpreter is specialised, the `compiled code' produced still operates
on tagged values of the universal type, and the performance bene ts of compiling a
typed language are lost.
Jones calls a partial evaluator optimal if the result of specialising a self-interpreter
for the language the partial evaluator processes to any program P is not only equivalent to P, it is essentially the same as P. An optimal partial evaluator can `remove

a complete layer of interpretation'. Most partial evaluators for typed languages have
not been optimal hitherto, because residual programs contain tagging and untagging
operations not present in the programs being compiled.
Removing these tags carries a risk: there is a possibility that residual programs
may become ill typed, in the case where a tag check would have failed. Residual
programs therefore need to be type-checked. Rather than leaving this for a postprocessor, we have taken it as inspiration for a new kind of partial evaluator: whereas
previous ones have been, in a sense, generalised evaluators, ours is a kind of generalised type-checker. In this sense our work introduces a new paradigm for partial
evaluation.
The partial evaluator we describe is the rst optimal partial evaluator for the
simply typed -calculus. It can specialise types, and can remove all unnecessary tagging and untagging operations. In particular, one universal type in a self-interpreter
can be specialised to an arbitrary type in the residual program.
In the next section we informally introduce the basic ideas underlying our partial
evaluator. Then we specify its behaviour formally via a set of inference rules. We
go on to brie y describe the binding-time checker we use before specialisation, and
a post-processor that removes trivial residual computations. Next we describe how
the specialiser's inference system has been implemented, and discuss an interesting
example: specialisation of an interpreter for the typed -calculus. Finally we discuss
future improvements, describe related work, and conclude.

2 An Informal Introduction
We shall begin in this section by introducing some of the basic concepts underlying
our partial evaluator, and explaining why partial evaluation by type inference is
interesting.
Like many other partial evaluators, ours processes a two-level language; that is,
each construct in the source program is labelled either static or dynamic, and the
partial evaluator performs static computations and builds dynamic ones into the
residual program. For example, the number three can appear either statically (3)
or dynamically (3) | we will consistently mark dynamic constructs by underlining,
as in this case. Binding times (static vs. dynamic) are re ected in the types: 3 is of
type int while 3 is of type int.
Every expression gives rise to a residual expression in the specialised program.
The residual expression of 3 is of course 3, while the residual expression of 3 is ,
which is how we write the unique element of the one-point type1 . Intuitively, since
3 is known during partial evaluation we can replace it by a dummy value in the
specialised program.
We shall use the notation a ,! b to mean that source expression a is specialised
to residual expression b, for example 3 ,! 3 and 3 ,! . But since we are actually
1

The only element of the one-point type is of course ?, the unde ned element, but we
prefer to write  to make clear that we mean the dummy value, not the bottom element
of some other type. We assume a lazy semantics so that  can be freely passed as a
parameter, and so on. If one prefers a strict semantics one must take  to be the de ned
element of a two-point type instead.

interested in specialising typed programs, we will annotate both source and residual
expressions with their types, thus:
a :  ,! b : 
We will call  the source type and  the residual type.
The fundamental new idea in this paper is to propagate static information via
residual types. For example, when we specialise a static integer the residual expression
is a dummy value, but the residual type tells us which static value it represents:
3 : int ,!  : 3
Here `3' is a type with only one element, namely , and which therefore has just the
same elements as 4, 5, 6 etc. | but which carries di erent static information.
All expressions, even `dynamic' ones, carry static information in the form of
a residual type. For purely dynamic expressions this is just an ordinary type, for
example
3 : int ,! 3 : int
But we can often express useful `partially static' information via a residual type. For
example:
{ 2  int, the type of pairs whose rst component is statically 2,
{ int ! (2  int), the type of functions whose result is a pair with rst component
statically 2.
This static information is then propagated by type inference.
Our ability to associate static information with dynamic values can lead to very
strong specialisation. For example, consider the expression
(f:lift(f @ 3)) @(x:x + 1)
Here expressions of the form x:e are dynamic -expressions, which are transformed
into residual -expressions in the specialised program. The `@' operator is dynamic
function application, and the lift operator converts a static integer into a dynamic
one.
To specialise this expression, we infer the residual type of each subexpression.
Note that f is applied to an argument with residual type 3, and so must have
residual type 3 !  for some . But then x must have residual type 3, and so x + 1
has residual type 4, and x:x+1 has residual type 3 ! 4. This must also be the type
of f, and so f @ 3 has residual type 4. The lift operation can now be specialised to
4. The nal result is
(f:4)(x:) : int
in which the static computations have been removed, and only the dynamic operations and the result of lift remain.
Traditional partial evaluators propagate static information in a di erent way:
static expressions are reduced to values, which are then bound to static variables
and so on. There is thus a tight connection between unfolding and staticness. For
example, Gomard and Jones -MIX (the rst partial evaluator for the -calculus)
insists that since dynamic -expressions are not unfolded, both their argument and

result must also be dynamic. In our example that would force x to be dynamic, and
consequently the addition could not be performed by the specialiser. To specialise
this example using -MIX, one must annotate the -expressions static so that the
specialiser can unfold them.
In contrast, there is no need to unfold a -expression in order to infer its residual
type, and our partial evaluator can therefore specialise the example as it stands.
But does this really matter | surely unfolding is desirable in its own right? Our
answer is: yes it does matter! No realistic partial evaluator can unfold all function
calls, and it is the calls that are not unfolded that lead to loss of static information.
Type inference gives better static information ow than unfolding, which leads to
stronger specialisation. In particular, it is the key to optimal specialisation of typed
programming languages.
We can also see from this simple example that the residual programs that our
specialiser produces tend to manipulate dummy values | they are the spoor left by
purely static computations. To achieve optimal specialisation, there must be no trace
of static computations in residual programs. But fortunately, such useless expressions
are easily identi ed. We remove them in a post-processing phase we call void erasure.
The residual expression we derived above was
(f:4)(x:)
Here the entire second -expression is useless, and so void erasure removes both it
and the variable (f) it is bound to, resulting in just the expression 4.

3 Specifying the Partial Evaluator
Just as a type checker can be concisely speci ed by a set of type inference rules, so our
partial evaluator can be speci ed by a set of specialisation rules. These rules prescribe
how to infer specialisation judgements, which are just like typing judgements except
that, since we are specifying a program transformation, each judgement contains two
terms and two types. The form of a specialisation judgement is
, j, e :  ,! e0 :  0
, is a context containing assumptions on variables, which have a similar form:
x :  ,! e :  0
where x is the variable and e an expression to substitute for it.
A nice consequence of this approach is that we can specify the partial evaluator in
a very modular way. A simple version can be speci ed with relatively few rules, and
each new feature can then be expressed via a new type along with its introduction
and elimination rules.
Constructing an implementation of the rules requires a certain amount of cleverness, because they are not all syntax-directed. But we will return to this in a later
section: for now, we are just concerned with specifying how the partial evaluator
should behave.

3.1 Base Types
We have already seen examples of how base types are specialised. Static and dynamic
integer constants are specialised via the rules
(SINT) , j, m : int ,!  : m (DINT) , j, m : int ,! m : int
Primitive operators come in static and dynamic variants, with rules for each operator
 of the form
0
, j, e2 : int ,! e02 : m2 m1  m2 = n
1
(S) , j, e1 : int ,! e1 : m
, j, e1  e2 : int ,!  : n
, j, e1 : int ,! e01 : int , j, e2 : int ,! e02 : int
, j, e1  e2 : int ,! e01  e02 : int
The lift operation just introduces a suitable constant in the residual program:
, j, e : int ,! e0 : m
(LIFT) , j,
lift e : int ,! m : int
Clearly, other base types could be added with similar rules. We will just remark
that it is often useful to have a void type, with one element | namely .
(VOID) , j,  : void ,!  : void
(D)

3.2 Variables and Lets
The context , binds variables to a residual expression to be substituted for them: this
is how unfolding is implemented. The rule for variables just does the substitution.
(VAR) ,; x :  ,! e :  0 j, x :  ,! e :  0
Variables can be bound by let expressions, which come in two variants, static and
dynamic. Static let expressions are unfolded by the partial evaluator, whereas dynamic ones create a let in the residual program.
0 0 ,; x :  ,! e01 : 0 j, e2 :  ,! e02 :  0
(SLET) , j, e1 :  ,!, ej,1 :let
x = e1 in e2 :  ,! e02 :  0
, j, e1 :  ,! e01 : 0 ,; x :  ,! x0 : 0 j, e2 :  ,! e02 :  0 x0 fresh
, j, let x = e1 in e2 :  ,! let x0 = e01 in e02 :  0
Notice that the only di erence between these two rules is the degree of unfolding in
the residual program. In particular, there is no need for a variable bound by a dynamic let to itself be dynamic. We have exactly the same `static information' about
x in each case, expressed as its residual type 0 . Only the expression to substitute
for x varies.
Traditional partial evaluators bind variables to replacement expressions, but have
no concept of residual type. A static variable is bound to an expression which is
constant. It follows that a variable bound in a dynamic let, which will be replaced
(DLET)

by a fresh variable in the residual program, cannot be static. This case shows clearly
how a type-inference-based partial evaluator can achieve stronger results than an
unfolding-based one. 2

3.3 Product Types
We introduce a dynamic product type, which generates pairs in the residual program.
For the time being, we will ignore the possibility of static products, and so for typesetting reasons we refrain from underlining the brackets and comma of a pair.
e1 :  ,! e01 : 0 , j, e2 :  ,! e02 :  0
(DPAIR) , ,j, j,
(e1 ; e2 ) :    ,! (e01 ; e02) : 0   0
, j, e :    ,! e0 : 0   0 (DSND) , j, e :    ,! e0 : 0   0
, j,  1 e :  ,! 1 e0 : 0
, j, 2 e :  ,! 2 e0 :  0
Note that even though pairs are dynamic, they can very well have static components. For example,
j, let p = (2; 4) in (lift (1 p + 1); 2 p) : int  int
,! let p0 = (; 4) in (3; 2 p0) : int  int
The residual type of p in this example is 2  int, which provides the information
necessary to perform the static addition. After void erasure, the result becomes
(DFST)

let p0 = 4 in (3; p0)
3.4 Tagged Sum Types
We introduce sum types in the form of tagged, n-ary sums, which we write as
C1 1 j C2 2 j : : : j Cn n
We call the Ci the constructors of the type; the order in which we write them is
insigni cant. We will distinguish constructors lexically using an initial capital letter.
Sometimes we shall write such a sum type as in=1 Ci i .
Booleans are of course just a special case of a sum type, namely
True void j False void

We shall write True  and False  as true and false as usual, and use the ordinary
if-then-else syntax as syntactic sugar for a case on this type.
We distinguish static and dynamic sum types. Dynamic sum types are identi ed
by underlining (all of) the constructors.
2

Binding a completely static variable with a dynamic let is not particularly useful, since
the residual let will in any case be removed by void erasure. But binding a partially static
variable with a dynamic let de nitely is useful.

Static Sum Types Intuitively, if a value is of a static sum type, then we know
at specialisation time which summand it lies in. Static constructor applications are
specialised as follows:
(SCON)

, j, e :  ,! e0 :  0
, j, C e : C  j  ,! e0 : C  0

where  varies over sum types only. Notice that the constructor is preserved in the
residual type, and so it need not appear in the residual expression. The residual type
C  0 therefore has the same elements as  0 , but carries additional static information.
This information is then exploited in the rule for static case expressions:
(SCASE)

, j, e : in=1 Ci i ,! e0 : Ck k0
,; xk : k ,! e0 : k0 j, ek :  ,! e0k :  0
, j, case e of [Ci xi ! ei ]ni=1 :  ,! e0k :  0

Here the residual type of the inspected expression tells us which constructor we
have, so we can simply choose the right branch directly: the case expression leaves
no trace in the residual program.
For example, using a tagged sum of integers and booleans
Num int j Bool bool

we could construct the expression

case Num (2 + 2) of Num n ! Num (n  n)
Bool b ! Bool b
Applying (SCON) to Num (2 + 2) we obtain the specialisation 2 + 2 : Num int, and
now applying (SCASE) we can choose the Num branch and derive the specialisation
(2 + 2)  (2 + 2) : Num int
as the result.
The example reveals that since the static case rule involves unfolding, code
duplication may occur. But we can always avoid it by introducing a dynamic let:

j, let m = Num (2 + 2)
in case m of Num n ! Num (n  n)
Bool b ! Bool b
: Num int j Bool bool
,! let m0 = 2 + 2 in m0  m0
: Num int

Dynamic Sum Types In contrast, when a value is an element of a dynamic sum

type we do not know which summand it lies in at specialisation time. The rule for
constructor application `forgets' this information, and inserts a constructor into the
residual code:
,! e0 :  0
(DCON) , j, C e,: Cj, e j:  ,!
C e0 : C  0 j 0
The residual type is a sum of the residual types of the summands. Notice that here
we concern ourselves only with the C summand; no relationship is imposed between
 and 0. In practice however they must have the same constructors, and for each
constructor the summand type in 0 must be a residual type obtainable from the
corresponding summand in . This condition is enforced by many (DCON) rules,
taken together.
The information in the residual type is then used to specialise the branches of
dynamic case expressions, via the following rule.
, j, e : in=1 C i i ,! e0 : in=1 Ci i0
0 0
e0i :  0]ni=1 x0i fresh; i 2 1 : : :n
(DCASE) [,; xi : i ,! xi : i j, ei :  ,!
n
, j, case e of [C i xi ! ei ]i=1 :n ,!
case e0 of [Ci x0i ! e0i]i=1 :  0
As an example of a dynamic sum type with static components, consider
Num int j Bool bool
with typical elements Num 42 and Bool true. These can for example be specialised

as follows:

j, Num 42 : Num int j Bool bool ,! Num  : Num 42 j Bool true
j, Bool true : Num int j Bool bool ,! Bool  : Num 42 j Bool true

Both can be given the same residual type, which we can interpret as follows: we do
not know at specialisation time if we have a Num or a Bool, but if we have a Num,
then its static component is 42, and if we have a Bool, then its static component is
true. When we specialise a corresponding case we can make use of this information,
for example
b : bool ,! b0 : bool j, let x = if b then Num 42 else Bool true
in case x of Num n ! lift (n + 1)
Bool c ! if c then 1 else 0
: int
,! let x0 = if b0 then Num  else Bool 
in case x0 of Num n0 ! 43
Bool c0 ! 1
: int
Here x has the residual type we discussed, and the case branches are specialised
accordingly. Consequently the actual static components need not be preserved in
the residual program.

Notice that a dynamic case expression may have a static or partially static result.
For example (remembering that if-then-else is syntactic sugar for case),

if b then Num 3 else Num 4 : Num int j Bool bool
is well-typed and specialises to

if b then 3 else 4 : Num int
As expected, the static tags are eliminated from the program, and the static information about the branches is still available in the residual type of the whole. Such an
e ect is sometimes achieved in traditional partial evaluators using indirect methods
such as continuations; here, it is a natural consequence of using type inference.
But this begs the question: what if the static information in the branches fails
to match? For example, the expression

if b then Num 3 else Bool true : Num int j Bool bool
is also well-typed, but the two branches have di erent static constructors, and therefore di erent residual types. No specialisation is possible here: we would not be able
to assign the residual program a type. Our specialiser therefore rejects this expression.
Notice that this is not a binding-time error: the input expression is well typed,
no static value appears where a dynamic one is expected. The error can only be
discovered during specialisation, when two residual types fail to match.

3.5 Function Types
We shall also distinguish static and dynamic function types. Dynamic -expressions
create -expressions in the residual programs, whereas static functions are unfolded.

Dynamic Functions The rules for dynamic -expressions and applications are
quite straightforward extensions of the usual typing rules.
:  ,! x0 : 0 j, e :  ,! e0 :  0 x0 fresh
(DLAM) ,,;j,xx:e
:  !  ,! x0 :e0 : 0 !  0
, j, e1 :  !  ,! e01 : 0 !  0 , j, e2 :  ,! e02 : 0
, j, e1 @ e2 :  ,! e01 e02 :  0
We have already seen examples in section 2 showing that dynamic functions may well
have static arguments and results, in contrast to unfolding based partial evaluators.
We also introduce a dynamic xpoint operator, which generates a residual x in
the specialised program.
 ,! e0 :  0 !  0
(DFIX) , ,j,j,e : x !
e :  ,! x e0 :  0
(DAPP)

Static Functions Static -expressions do not generate a function in the residual

program; instead they are unfolded by the partial evaluator. Static functions are
therefore represented by `closures' at specialisation time, containing the function
body, bound variable, and the context. But such a closure is a mixture of static and
dynamic information: although the names, types, and residual types of the variables
in the context are all static, their values may be dynamic. We therefore transform
a static function into a residual tuple of the values of the variables in the context,
and assign it a residual type containing the remaining parts of the function closure.
The specialisation rule for static -expressions is therefore
(SLAM) [zi : i ,! ei : i0]ni=1 j,
x:e :  !  ,! (e1 ; : : :; en) : clos < [zi : i ,! i0 ]ni=1; x; e >
For example, consider the program
let m = 42
in let n = 35
in let f = x:x +n in (f 1; f 2)
Here the static -expression is in the scope of two variables, and so its residual
expression is a pair:
m : int ,!  : 42; n : int ,! 35 : int j,
x:x + n : int ! int ,!
(; 35) : clos < [m : int ,! 42; n : int ,! int]; x; x +n >
This tuple of values is passed around in the residual program instead of the
function value, and when a static function is applied the residual type tells us how
to interpret it. We extract the function's body from the closure and specialise it,
binding the variables in its context to appropriate components of the tuple:
, j, e1 :  !  ,! e01 : clos < [zi : i ,! i0]ni=1 ; x; e >
, j, e2 :  ,! e02 : 0
(SAPP)
[zi : i ,! i e01 : i0 ]ni=1; x :  ,! e02 : 0 j, e :  ,! e0 :  0
, j, e1 e2 :  ,! e0 :  0
In our example, when f's body is specialised at the calls, the free variable n is
replaced by the second component of the pair. The result of specialising the complete
program is therefore
let f 0 = (; 35)
in (1 + 2 f 0 ; 2 + 2 f 0)
Of course void erasure is applicable, and eliminates the projections altogether in this
case:
let f 0 = 35 in (1 + f 0; 2 + f 0 )
Our treatment of static functions is very similar to Similix's [Bon91], which
replaces them by their dynamic free variables. We don't distinguish dynamic from
static variables, and the rule above takes all the variables in the context, not just
the free ones, but otherwise the idea is the same. We can achieve an e ect closer to
Similix by adding a weakening rule to drop unused variables from the context before
(SLAM) is applied:

,1; ,2 j, e :  ,! e0 :  0
,1; x :  ,! u0 : 0 ; ,2 j, e :  ,! e0 :  0 x 2= FV(e)
In our implementation we use weakening to remove all but the free variables before
building a static closure. So in the example, the value of f is actually specialised as
m : int ,!  : 42; n : int ,! 35 : int j,
x:x +n : int ! int ,!
35 : clos < [n : int ,! int]; x; x +n >
in which the unused variable m is dropped.
(WEAK)

Static Recursion We express static recursion, which is unfolded at specialisation
time, via a xpoint operator on static functions. But we cannot allow an unrestricted
x, because expressions such as x (x:Cons (1; x)) would lead to in nite unfolding

at specialisation time. Instead we restrict ourselves to recursive functions, and we
delay unfolding until a recursive call is actually made. Of course, this is the same
solution adopted in strict programming languages.
We cannot conveniently represent recursive functions using the kind of closure
we have discussed so far. The diculty is that the body of a recursive function has
the function name itself as a free variable. In the residual program it would have to
be represented by a tuple with one component representing the function itself | in
other words, equal to the whole tuple. To avoid the need for cyclic structures in the
residual program, we introduce a new kind of static closure:
rec < f; , 0; x; e >
Here f is the recursive function name, and is implicitly bound to the entire closure.
The corresponding value in the residual program is just a tuple of the other free
variables.
Recursive closures are created by the static x rule. The argument of x must be
a static function from a static function type  !  to itself. The (SFIX) rule unfolds
that function, thereby specialising the body of the recursive de nition, without a
binding for its parameter, the recursively de ned name f. Of course in principle f
is in scope in the body, but if the body cannot be specialised without reference to it,
then the recursion is ill-de ned | it would lead to in nite unfolding. In practice we
expect the body to be another static -expression, which we can specialise just by
constructing a static closure. This closure will probably refer to f in its body, but will
not contain a binding for f because of the way it is constructed. We convert it into
a rec closure, thus binding f, and obtain the nal result. Here is the specialisation
rule, followed by an example:
, j, e1 : ( ! ) ! ( ! ) ,!
e01 : clos < [zi : i ,! 0i]mi=1; f; e2 >
(SFIX)
[zi : i ,! i e01 : 0i]mi=1 j,
e2 :  !  ,! e02 : clos < [wi : i ,! i0 ]ni=1; x; e3 >
, j, x e1 :  !  ,! e02 : rec < f; [wi : i ,! i0 ]ni=1; x; e3 >

As an example, consider the program
let n = 35
in let f = x (g:x:if x = 0 then n else g (x , 1) + 1)
in f 2
Here the argument of x specialises as follows:
n : int ,! 35 : int j,
g:x:if x = 0 then n else g (x , 1) + 1 : (int ! int) ! (int ! int) ,!
35 : clos < [n : int ,! int]; g; x:if x = 0 then n else g (x , 1) + 1 >
When we unfold this closure without a binding for g, we obtain
n : int ,! 35 : int j,
x:if x = 0 then n else g (x , 1) + 1 : int ! int ,!
35 : clos < [n : int ,! int]; x; if x = 0 then n else g (x , 1) + 1 >
in which g is a free variable. Applying (SFIX), the nal result of specialising the x
is
35 : rec < g; [n : int ,! int]; x; if x = 0 then n else g (x , 1) + 1 >
which is the recursive function we want.
We also need a rule to apply recursive functions: it is just the same as (SAPP),
except that it additionally binds the recursive function name to the very function
being applied.
, j, e1 :  !  ,! e01 : rec < f; [zi : i ,! i0]ni=1 ; x; e >
, j, e2 :  ,! e02 : 0
8
9
(RSAPP) < [zi : i ,! i e01 : i0 ]ni=1;
=
01 : rec < f; [zi : i ,! i0]ni=1 ; x; e >; j, e :  ,! e0 :  0
f
:

!

,
!
e
: x :  ,! e0 : 0
;
2
0
0
, j, e1 e2 :  ,! e : 
Using this rule we can complete the specialisation of our example. The residual
program is:
let f = 35 in (f + 1) + 1 : int
The static recursion has been unfolded twice, while the function name is bound to a
(one-)tuple of its free variables, which is used to interpret the reference to n in the
unfolded code.

3.6 Recursive Types
We use no special notation for recursive types, instead we simply allow both source
and residual types to be regular trees. For example, the type of static lists is
List   Nil void j Cons (  List )

Since the list constructors are static, they do not appear in residual programs. For
example,
j, Cons (1; Cons (2; Nil )) : List int ,!
(1; (2; )) : Cons (int  Cons (int  Nil void))
The residual type tells us the length of the list, while the residual term is just a
(nested) tuple of the list elements.
For an example of a recursive residual type, consider the term x (l:Cons (1; l)),
which evaluates to an in nite list of ones. It specialises as follows:

j, x (l:Cons (1; l)) : List int ,! x (l0 :(1; l0)) : 
where

  Cons (int  )

3.7 Polyvariance
So far, we have actually described a form of monovariant specialisation | that
is, one in which static variables can take only one static value. For example, the
expression
let f = x:lift (x + 1) in f @ 3 : int
can be specialised to
let f = x:4 in f  : int
But the similar expression

let f = x:lift (x + 1) in (f @ 3; f @ 4) : int  int
cannot be specialised at all, because f cannot be assigned both residual types 3 ! int
and 4 ! int. All useful partial evaluators use polyvariant specialisation, and in this
case would create two versions of f, one specialised to each static argument.
Fortunately, our partial evaluator can be extended by adding a new type whose
specialisation rules are polyvariant. It is introduced by the operator poly:
j, e :  ,! ei : i0 ]ni=1
(POLY) , j, poly e :[,poly
 ,! (e1 ; : : :; en) : (10 ; : : :; n0 )
An expression enclosed by poly can be specialised many times, with di erent residual
types in each case. In our example, we will enclose the value of f by poly so that it
can be specialised to two di erent arguments.
When we do so, however, we change the type of f to poly (int ! int), which is
not a function and so cannot be applied directly. We need another operator, spec, to
extract a  from a poly . The corresponding residual expression selects an element
from the tuple of specialisations that poly produces.
poly  ,! e0 : (10 ; : : :; n0 )
(SPEC) , j,, ej,: spec
e :  ,! k e0 : k0

In our example, we apply spec at the two uses of f, giving

let f = poly x:lift (x + 1) in (spec f @ 3; spec f @ 4)
Now f can be given the residual type (3 ! int; 4 ! int), resulting in the speciali-

sation

let f 0 = (x0:4; x0:5) in ( f 0 ;  f 0 )
1

or after void erasure,

2

let f 0 = (4; 5) in ( f 0 ;  f 0 )
1

2

3.8 Polyvariant Sums
The polyvariance just introduced creates an n-ary product in the residual program;
it is natural to ask whether there is a corresponding form which creates an n-ary
sum. Indeed there is, and moreover, its rules can be derived just by `reversing the
arrows' in the rules above! Of course this would be clearer if we used a categorical
notation rather than the -calculus, but even so, the rules below are simply the duals
of those in the previous section.
We introduce a polyvariant sum type sum , with constructor In, which we take
apart using a case expression. Expressions of type sum  yield residual expressions
with an n-ary sum type of the form in=1 Ini i0. Applications of In are specialised to
applications of an appropriate Ini . Compare the rule below to (SPEC):
j, e :  ,! e0 : k0
(SPECCON) , j, In e :,sum
 ,! Ink e0 : in=1 Ini i0
In can be applied to expressions with di erent residual types to produce expressions with the same one, thus providing another way to pass di erent static
arguments to the same function. The example of the previous section can instead be
rewritten as
let f = x:case x of In y ! lift (y + 1)
in (f @(In 3); f @(In 4))
Here f can be given the residual type (In1 3 j In2 4) ! int and the two actual
parameters specialised as
j, In 3 : sum int ,! In1  : In1 3 j In2 4
j, In 4 : sum int ,! In2  : In1 3 j In2 4
When a case expression on sum  is specialised, then the residual type of the
inspected expression tells us which specialised branches the residual case should
contain. The following rule is dual to (POLY):
, j, e1 : sum  ,! e01 : in=1 Ini i0
0 0
0
0n
(POLYCASE) [,; x :  ,! x : i j, e2 :  ,! e2;i :  ]i=1 x0 fresh
, j, case e1 of In x ! e2 :  ,!
case e01 of [Ini x0 ! e02;i ]ni=1 :  0

Applied to the example above, we obtain
let f 0 = x0 :case x0 of In1 y0 ! 4
In2 y0 ! 5
in (f (In1 ); f (In2 ))
This completes our speci cation of the specialiser itself. In the following sections
we shall describe the phases that precede and follow the actual specialisation.

4 Type-Checking the Source Language
One way to think of the specialisation rules we have given is that they type-check the
source and residual expressions simultaneously. For the source language, well-typing
guarantees among other things that dynamic values are not treated as static, and
vice versa. But we do not wish to delay type-checking source programs until during
specialisation: partly because specialisation may not visit every part of the source
program, and therefore might fail to discover some type-errors, and partly because
specialisation can be time-consuming and we want to report type errors fast.
We therefore type-check source terms before specialisation. Type correctness
guarantees that when we do apply the specialisation rules, any failures to match
will involve residual types, not source types.
The typing rules are straightforward, and will not be presented in detail. Most
of them can be obtained from the corresponding specialisation rules by erasing the
residual terms and types. Occasionally this does not suce: for example, the rule
for static case expressions
, j, e : in=1 Ci i ,! e0 : Ck k0
,; xk : k ,! e0 : k0 j, ek :  ,! e0k :  0
(SCASE)
, j, case e of [Ci xi ! ei ]ni=1 :  ,! e0k :  0
specialises only one branch of the case, corresponding to the residual type of the
inspected expression. The typing rule, in contrast, checks all branches, and so veri es
that every invocation of the specialisation rule will match.
, j, e : in=1 Ci ni
[,;
xi : i j, ei : ]i=1
(T-SCASE)
, j, case e of [Ci xi ! ei ]ni=1 : 
Similarly the specialisation rule for poly specialises the enclosed expression many
times, while the typing rule only types it once. The specialisation rules for static expressions arrange to unfold them at the point of application, whereas the typing
rule is just the usual rule for , which veri es that all unfoldings will be well-typed.
There are no surprises here.
Indeed, the only surprising thing is that the typing rules are so unsurprising.
Other authors using two-level languages restrict the ways in which static and dynamic type formers are mixed | for example Nielson and Nielson do so by distinguishing compile-time from run-time types[NN92]. In contrast we can allow completely free type formation. Type-based binding-time analyses (such as Henglein

[Hen91]) must usually handle `dependency constraints' which force the result type
of a conditional expression to be dynamic if the condition is. In contrast we can
allow a dynamic conditional to be of any type whatsoever | even a static integer!
Our `binding-time checker' is simply an ordinary type-checker.
Note that we use a binding-time checker, not a binding-time analyser: all bindingtimes are explicitly given by the programmer. We will discuss prospects for bindingtime analysis in a later section.

5 Void Erasure
We have seen that residual programs contain many trivial values without computational content. Most of these can be removed by a post-processing phase we call
void erasure.
We de ne a predicate  triv, which holds of `trivial' types such as 3, void, and
3 ! 4. Whenever  triv holds, then  ' void. We de ne  triv as follows:
void triv
m triv[m an integer]
 !  triv =^  triv
   triv =^  triv ^  triv
in=1 i triv =^ n = 0
We treat n-ary products as nested pairs, and the empty product as void for the
purposes of void erasure.
The triv predicate is the largest predicate with these properties, which means
that recursive types such as
Str     Str 
can be trivial (in this case provided  is).
Void erasure consists of removing trivial components from pairs, trivial parameters from functions, and variables bound to trivial values. We are in fact exploiting
the isomorphisms
void   ' 
  void ' 
void !  ' 
by transforming terms of the more complex types on the left into the corresponding terms of the simpler types on the right. The fact that these are isomorphisms
guarantees that void erasure does not change the behaviour of residual programs.
We transform terms depending on their types, which we write as superscripts
here. Let  by a trivial type. The following transformations are applied wherever
they are applicable:
e ,! 

let x = e in e0 ,! e0
It is safe to remove the binding for x, because after applying the rst rule no references to x can remain.

x :e ,! e

e ! e0 ,! e
We erase trivial parameters, both formal and actual.
(e ; e0 ) ,! e0
1 e  ,! e

0

(e ; e ) ,! e
2 e  ,! e
We erase trivial components from pairs, and we must obviously remove the corresponding selector applications also.
These transformations cannot be applied during specialisation, because they depend on knowing residual types. Just as a type-checker may discover the type of
an expression some time after it has been visited, so our specialiser may discover
a residual type some time after constructing the corresponding residual expression.
Hence void erasure must be done in a later pass.
The specialiser also has a tendency to produce terms of the form i (e1 ; : : :; en ),
especially from programs involving static functions. We simplify these terms also
during void erasure, although we view this as a hack. The correct solution to this
problem would be to introduce a form of static product, whose projections are removed by the specialiser. Doing so, however, is not completely straightforward (see
section 8.1).
After void erasure some occurrences of  may remain, but only in contexts where
the rules above cannot remove them, such as the argument of a constructor. Our
insistance on unary constructors means that such occurrences are really necessary:
sometimes void types really are useful!
We note in passing that our assumption of a lazy language is helpful here. Indeed,
the void erasure transformation is not safe for a strict language, since it transforms
-expressions which always terminate into other expressions which may not. A more
careful transformation, and more complicated justi cation, would be needed to apply
void erasure in a strict context.

6 Implementing the Specialisation Rules
We have constructed an implementation of the partial evaluator which applies the
specialisation rules in much the same way that a type checker applies type inference
rules. Since the source expressions are checked for type correctness in advance, our
specialiser does not infer source types, only residual expressions and types.
Just as type inference often produces types containing uninstantiated type variables, so our specialiser often produces residual types containing uninstantiated variables. For example, if we specialise Num 3 then the result is

j, Num 3 : Num int j  ,! Num 3 : Num int j 0
where 0 is an uninstantiated residual type variable. Our specialiser maintains a
state containing the next free variable and the variable instantiations known so far,
just as a type checker does. Residual types are derived using uni cation, as usual.
In order to support cyclic residual types we use a graph uni cation algorithm.

However, the specialisation rules are not as simple to implement as HindleyMilner type inference rules, because they are not all syntax-directed. In particular,
static case expressions are specialised using the rule
, j, e : in=1 Ci i ,! e0 : Ck k0
,; xk : k ,! e0 : k0 j, ek :  ,! e0k :  0
(SCASE)
, j, case e of [Ci xi ! ei ]ni=1 :  ,! e0k :  0
which specialises only one of the branches, depending on which summand the residual type of the expression inspected lies in. The implementation specialises this
expression rst, and if its residual type is Ck k0 it chooses the kth branch. But
unfortunately it is quite possible that the residual type is only an uninstantiated
variable! In this case we cannot choose the branch to specialise until later, when the
variable becomes instantiated. We have implemented a `demon' mechanism, which
allows a computation to be suspended until a particular variable is instantiated. This
mechanism is used in this case.
When the specialisation of an expression must be delayed like this, we do not
know its residual expression at the time that enclosing residual expressions are built.
We have solved this problem by introducing a kind of `forward reference' in the residual code: whenever a specialisation is delayed and a demon created we also create a
forward reference label which replaces the unknown residual expression. When the
demon eventually runs it creates a binding for the label. Thus the residual program is
really constructed in two stages: rst specialise, producing a program with forward
references, then resolve those references, replacing them with the expressions the
demons created. Note that labels cannot be considered as ordinary bound variables,
because they do not respect scope: the variables in scope in the expression bound
to a label are those in scope at its use.
It is possible that some references are never resolved, if the corresponding demon
is waiting for a variable that is never instantiated. For example, if we try to specialise
x:case x of Num a ! 3
Bool b ! 4
the residual expression will be x:1 where 1 is an unresolved forward reference |
a demon is created to wait for the static value of x, but it is never run. We consider
such inputs to be erroneous: after all, partial evaluation presupposes that all static
inputs are given, and that is not true in this case.
Demons are used in many other cases where rule application depends on residual
types that might not be known when the specialiser reaches the term in question.
For example, to wait for the arguments of primitive static operations, to wait for
the value of a lift, or to wait for the static closure at a static function application.
The most problematic rules to implement are those for polyvariant products and
sums. The problems are the same in both cases: in rules (POLY) and (POLYCASE)
we do not know which variants to create, and in rules (SPEC) and (SPECCON) we
do not know which variant to choose.
We have solved these problems by introducing indexed sets, of the form

f(i; i); (j; j ); : : :g

to collect the residual types of the variants. Residual n-ary sum and product types
are represented as sum  and poly  respectively, where  is such a set with indexes
from 1 to n. The rule we use for (SPEC) becomes
 ,! e0 : poly (f(k;  0)g [ )
(SPEC) , j, e :,poly
j, spec e :  ,! k e0 :  0
When we apply this rule we leave k uninstantiated, thus deferring the choice of index
until later. , the rest of the set, is also uninstantiated at this stage.
When the same polyvariant value is specialised several times, we have to unify
sets of the form f(i; i)g [ 1 and f(j; j )g [ 2. This is achieved by instantiating 1
and 2: the result is f(i; i ); (j; j )g [ , where  is a new set variable. It is always
possible to unify two sets of this form.
The rule for (POLY) becomes
[, j, e :  ,! ei : i0 ](i; )2
(POLY)
, j, poly e : poly  ,! (e1 ; : : :; en ) : poly 
In the implementation, we create a demon which waits for  to be instantiated,
and then takes each element as it becomes available and constructs an appropriate
specialisation of e.
One can compare the behaviour of (SPEC) to adding a new entry to the pending list in a traditional partial evaluator, and (POLY) to scanning the pending list
and constructing appropriate specialisations. Of course, we also want to avoid constructing multiple specialisations with the same residual type. But we cannot simply
compare two elements i0 and j0 of a set, because they might both be partially unknown. Instead, we unify each new set element with the previously seen ones: if
uni cation succeeds, then we proceed on the assumption that those two elements
are equal and only one specialisation is required. But if uni cation fails, or if we
later encounter an error, then we backtrack to this point and try the next element,
or construct a new specialisation instead.
The eciency of the specialiser depends critically on how quickly the wrong alternatives in this process lead to failure. This in turn depends on which order the
rules are applied in. An early version specialised applications by rst specialising the
function, and then specialising the argument. As a result the argument's residual
type was not known at the time the function itself was specialised, and most of the
real work had to be delayed via a demon until after the argument was specialised.
When the function itself was a spec expression, this meant adding an element to the
set that was almost completely uninstantiated; all pairs of set elements matched at
rst, leading to very poor performance. Reversing the order to specialise the argument rst meant that functions were usually specialised to known static arguments,
and in the case of a spec expression the function types added to the set had di erent, known arguments so that the wrong alternatives could usually be eliminated at
once. This change in the order cut the specialisation time for one simple example
from over 27 seconds to around a half a second: it is important!
For the same reason, we delay unifying set elements with one another until after
one of them has been used to generate a specialisation in the (POLY) rule. Generating such a specialisation tends to run demons which are waiting to instantiate the
0

i

residual type further, and thus helps avoid initially successful uni cations which will
only lead to failure when specialisations are actually generated.
Finally, once all other specialisation is complete, we assign indexes 1 to n to the
elements of each set. This cannot be done earlier since it is always possible that any
two sets 1 and 2 will be uni ed; if one has begun assigning indexes already in
each set, then the assignments may be inconsistent.
The implementation is written in Haskell, and uses a monad[Wad92] to provide
the mechanisms discussed here, namely a state, demons, and backtracking.

7 Optimal Specialisation of Interpreters
The acid test for our partial evaluator is whether it can remove an entire layer
of interpretation, including eliminating type tags. To demonstrate that it can, we
specialise a very simple interpreter for the simply typed -calculus with constants.

7.1 The Universal Type
In the interpreter, we represent values by elements of the following universal type:
Univ  Num int j Fun (Univ ! Univ)

We expect integer and function values to appear in residual programs, hence these
types are dynamic, but we expect the type tags themselves to disappear. Hence we
use static constructors.
An example of an expression of this type is


x:
case
x
of
Num
y
!
Num
(y+1)
Fun
: Univ
Fun z ! : : :
It can be specialised to
x0 :x0 + 1 : Fun (Num int ! Num int)
as follows:
{ The outer Fun constructor becomes part of the residual type.
{ The dynamic  creates a residual -expression.
{ Assume we know from the context that x has residual type Num int. Then the
static case chooses the rst branch.
{ The Num constructor becomes part of the residual type.
{ The dynamic addition creates a residual addition.
The residual code here contains no tagging and untagging operations. Moreover, the
type of the residual expression is essentially int ! int, since the Fun and Num
constructors do not change the elements of a residual type. Type specialisation has
been achieved. And indeed, it is clear that any type at all built from int and function
arrow can be obtained as a residual type from Univ.

7.2 Expressions
The expressions the interpreter evaluates are of course purely static: we represent
them by the type
E  Cn int j Vr int j Lm (int  E) j Ap (E  E) j Fx E
Because our partial evaluator does not handle strings, we represents variable names
by integers | but these are just used as distinct names, not de Bruijn numbers.

7.3 The Environment
The environment in the interpreter is represented as a function mapping variable
names to values. It may of course be applied to many di erent (static) variable
names. We have a choice between using a static function, which is unfolded at each
use, and a polyvariant dynamic function, which can be specialised to look up many
di erent names. That is, we can choose between the types
Env  int ! Univ
Env  poly (int ! Univ)

Which choice we make a ects the representation of residual environments in the
specialised program. With a static function type, residual environments will be tuples
of values of the variables in scope, and with a polyvariant type they will be tuples of
functions specialised to looking up the variables used. But in the latter case, since
the arguments of these functions are completely static, they will be removed by void
erasure. So in both cases a residual environment is just a tuple of variable values.
The di erence is that in the former case all variables in scope appear, and in the
latter case only those variables which are actually looked up.
However, in the interpreter below residual environments only appear at variable
lookups, where selection from the tuple is simpli ed to a single element in any case,
so the di erence is not signi cant.

7.4 An Optimal Interpreter
The interpreter itself appears below.
( x (eval:env:e:
case e of
Cn n
! Num (lift n);
Vr i
! env i;
Lm (i; e) ! Fun (v: let env0 = j:if i = j then v else env j
in eval env0 e);
Ap (e1 ; e2 ) ! case eval env e1 of Funf ! f @(eval env e2 );
Fx e
! case eval env e of Fun f ! x f))
(i:Wrong )

It is a partial application of the eval function to the initial environment, that is, a
function from closed expressions to their values. We have taken the liberty of pattern
matching on pairs, rather than using explicit selectors: this is purely syntactic sugar.
We have chosen to unfold applications of eval, and of the environment. The case
dispatch on the expression to evaluate is static and disappears of course, as do the
type tags Num and Fun. Indeed, the only dynamic operations in this interpreter
are lift, used to create constants, the dynamic  used to create function values, the
dynamic application used to interpret Ap, and the dynamic x used to interpret Fx.
It is clear that this interpreter can be specialised optimally. Just to take one or
two examples, if we specialise it to
Ap (Lm (1; Vr 1); Cn 3)
we obtain
(v:v) 3 : Num int
If we specialise it to
Ap (Lm (1; Ap (Vr 1; Cn 3))) (Lm (2; Vr 2))
we obtain
(v:v 3) (v:v) : Num int
If we specialise it to
Ap (Lm (1; Ap (Ap (Vr 1; Vr 1); Cn 3)); Lm (2; Vr 2))
which binds variable 1 to the identity function and then applies it both to itself and
a number, then we obtain a specialisation time error:
Cannot unify Num with Fun .
Of course this is quite right: the program is not type correct because variable 1 is
applied to both a number and a function.

7.5 A Firstifying Interpreter
It is interesting to consider variations on the little interpreter above. For example,
suppose we choose to make function values static also, so that we take the universal
type to be
Univ = Num int j Fun (Univ ! Univ)
The e ect will be to unfold user function applications also, and to replace function
values in the residual program by tuples of their free variables. In other words, the
result is a rst-order program, and the specialiser is doing rsti cation.
However, this choice for the universal type is very restrictive. It requires that
all functions that can reach the same point be closures of the same -expression,
otherwise the residual types will not match. We can relax this requirement using a
polyvariant sum:
Univ = Num int j Fun (sum (Univ ! Univ))

Now functions are replaced by elements of a sum type, where the constructor identi es the function, and the component is a tuple of free variables. In other words, an
ecient representation of a closure. With this choice of universal type, residual type
inference discovers which functions might appear at each point | that is, it does a
form of type-based closure analysis.
Rather than unfold user functions at each call, which would lead to code duplication, we introduce a dynamic function app which we use to apply function values:
app  f:x:case f of Fun g ! case g of In h ! h x
In residual programs, the specialisations of app will contain a case for applying each
possible closure.
We have given user functions a polyvariant sum type, so that one specialisation
of app can be used to apply many di erent functions. But we still have to make app
itself polyvariant, because its second parameter x may take di erent residual types.
The rstifying interpreter is therefore:
let app = polyf:x:case f of Fun g ! case g of In h ! h x
in ( x (eval:env:e:
case e of
Cn n
! Num (lift n);
Vr i
! env i;
Lm (i; e) ! Fun (In (v: let env0 = j:if i = j then v else env j
in eval env0 e));
Ap (e1 ; e2) ! spec app @(eval env e1 ) @(eval env e2 );
Fx e
! x (spec app @(eval env e))
(i:Wrong )
We interpret -expressions using a static , injected into a polyvariant sum type,
and we interpret application (and x) using the app function we discussed.
When this interpreter is specialised to, for example,
Ap ( Lm (1; Ap ( Lm (2; Ap (Vr 1; Vr 2));
Ap (Vr 1; Cn 3)));
Lm (3; Vr 3))
the residual program is
let app = ( f:x:case f of In1 h ! 2 h (In2 (x; h)) (2 h x 3);
f:x:case f of In1 h ! x;
In2 h ! 2 (2 h) (1 h) x)
in 1 app (In1 app) (In1 app)
In this example there are two types of function, and hence two specialisations of
app. The rst can apply Lm (1; : : :), and the second can apply both Lm (2; : : :) and
Lm (3; Vr 3), represented as In2 h and In1 h respectively.
Notice that every closure contains a reference to app. This is not surprising since
app is indeed a free variable of eval, and therefore of each function denotation, but
since it is a global variable we might want to avoid building it into every closure.
We can do so by passing app as an explicit parameter to eval, and to each function

denotation. We need to make the de nition of app recursive:
let app = x app:polyf:x:
case f of Fun g ! case g of In h ! h app x
in ( x (eval:app:env:e:
case e of
Cn n
! Num (lift n);
Vr i
! env i;
Lm (i; e) ! Fun (In (app0 :v:
let env0 = j:if i = j then v else env j
in eval app0 env0 e));
Ap (e1 ; e2 ) ! spec app @(eval app env e1 ) @(eval app env e2 );
Fx e
! x (spec app @(eval app env e))
app

(i:Wrong )
Notice that we interpret -expressions as functions of app0, so that app is no longer
a free variable of the static closures we build. When we specialise this interpreter to
the previous example, we obtain
let app = xapp:(f:x:case f of In1 h ! 2 app (In2 x) (2 app x 3);
f:x:case f of In1 h ! x;
In2 h ! 2 app h x))
in 1 app (In1 ) (In1 )
in which the closures now contain only the variables we would expect.

8 Discussion
The partial evaluator we have presented represents a rst attempt to base specialisation on type inference. There are certainly a number of areas where improvements
or extensions are desirable. In this section we shall discuss further work, and also
the pros and cons of inference-based specialisation as a whole.

8.1 Static Products and Arity Raising

Just as we have static sum types whose constructors and cases are removed by the
specialiser, so it would be natural to add a static product type whose constructor
and selectors are removed. We shall write static pairs as <x; y> in this section.
Static products have a natural connection to arity raising [Rom90]; when a static
pair is passed to a function, the pair structure can be removed by currying the
function:
f @ <x; y> ,! f x y
Similarly constructors applied to static pairs can be curried, although this does oblige
us to introduce n-ary constructors in residual programs. let bindings of static pairs
can be transformed into n-ary lets in residual programs:
let x = <y; z> in e ,! let x1 = y
x2 = z
in e

But in other contexts the static pair structure can be more awkward to eliminate.
For example, when the result of a dynamic conditional is a static pair, the best we
can do is to move the pair structure outward where it can hopefully be removed by
one of the transformations above.

if b then <x; y> else <u; v> ,! <if b then x else u; if b then y else v>
This transformation leads to code duplication, as do several others involving static
pairs.
Adding static pairs requires the addition of a large number of transformation
rules to move them outwards and eliminate them, and it is not clear that they t
nicely into the specialisation rule framework we have presented. We have therefore
left them for future work.

8.2 Polymorphism
Both the source and residual languages of our specialiser are simply typed. Allowing
polymorphism in source programs seems reasonably easy, with the caveat that for
a polymorphic function to be useful it must be applicable at di erent source types,
and therefore at di erent residual types, which requires that it also be polyvariant.
But generating polymorphic residual programs seems much more dicult.
The standard Milner polymorphic type inference algorithm relies on generalising
type variables which remain uninstantiated after an expression's type is inferred.
The corresponding strategy in our specialiser would be to generalise residual type
variables which remain uninstantiated after an expression's specialisation is complete. But because of the demon mechanism, we do not know when specialisation of
an expression is complete! The standard strategy is therefore inapplicable here.
Our inability to produce polymorphic residual programs is a serious de ciency.
Clearly, optimal specialisation of polymorphic programs cannot be achieved until
this restriction is lifted.

8.3 Controlling Polyvariance
Our poly construct gives us only crude control over polyvariance. For example, in an

interpreter for a simply typed language we might make the eval function polyvariant
so that it can be specialised to many di erent expressions. But our specialiser will
then be happy to generate many specialisations of eval to the same expression with
di erent static environments! In particular, the body of a -expression might thus
be compiled several times, with di erent types for its free variables. This is rstly
not the intention if the object language is simply-typed, and secondly may lead to
non-termination on ill-typed inputs. We would like to specify that eval is polyvariant
in its rst argument, but that for each value of the rst argument there should be
only one specialisation to the others! There is a dual problem for polyvariant sums.
One idea would be to introduce a polyvariant function type, whose residual type
would be a tuple of pairs with di erent rst components. But it is unclear at present
how to extend our implementation to handle these.

8.4 Non-termination
A related problem with our treatment of polyvariance is that it can cause the specialiser to loop on erroneous inputs, rather than report an error. For example, consider the program
let f = x (f:poly n:(lift n; spec f n)) in spec f 2
which specialises to
let f = x (f:(2; f)) in f
Here both occurrences of spec f refer to the same specialisation; our implementation
succeeds in unifying their residual types, and in producing the result shown. But,
if a specialisation error is encountered later, we assume that it may be caused by
this uni cation! We therefore backtrack and try constructing two specialisations of f
instead. But of course, in this case this doesn't help. Our specialiser falls into a loop,
constructing more and more identical specialisations of f, rather than reporting the
error.
To avoid this we would need to use some kind of dependency-directed backtracking, where we only undo a uni cation if it actually contributed to the detected error.
It is not clear how to do this either.

8.5 Dead Code and Subtyping
Our specialiser sometimes generates residual programs containing dead code. For
example, consider the program
let f = x:case x of In y ! lift (y + 1)
in let g = x:case x of In y ! lift (y + 2)
in let x = In 3
in f x +g x + g (In 4)
which is specialised to
let f = x:case x of In1 y ! 4
In2 y ! 5
in let g = x:case x of In1 y ! 5
In2 y ! 6
in let x = In1 
in f x + g x + g (In2 )
Here f contains a case for In2 y, even though it is never applied to such an argument.
This case branch is therefore dead code.
The reason the dead code is generated is that g is applied to both x and In 4, and
therefore its residual type must be (In1 3 j In2 4) ! int, which forces the residual
type of x to be In1 3 j In2 4. Now since f is also applied to x, it must have the same
residual type as g, and so must contain cases for the same arguments.
Dead code is a problem in partial evaluation, because it is possible that generating the dead branch might lead to a specialisation time error, and so to failure
of the whole specialisation. In this particular case it may be possible to avoid it by

introducing subtyping on residual types. One would then give x the residual type
In1 3, which would be a subtype of In1 3 j In2 4, thus permitting x to be passed to
g without forcing it to have the larger type, and in turn forcing dead code to be
generated in f.
We have explained this problem in terms of polyvariant sums, but a dual example can be constructed using polyvariant products, and a similar approach using
subtyping o ers hope of a solution here too.

8.6 Self-application
Self-application of our partial evaluator is still some way o . To achieve it, we will
need to redesign our monad carefully in order to separate the static and metastatic information held as the values of residual type variables. When the partial
evaluator is specialised, residual programs will of course use a similar monad, with
all the mechanism of demons, uninstantiated variables, and backtracking. Generated
compilers will pass all data around via uni cation: reasonable enough for types, but
a little curious for the program being compiled! It is interesting to wonder whether
we could replace uni cation by a simpler, more functional mechanism in some cases.

8.7 Correctness of Partial Evaluation
We have speci ed a program specialiser, but we have not proved that there is any
relation at all between the semantics of source programs, and the semantics of their
specialisations! We will need to de ne an interpretation for specialisation judgements, and prove the inference rules sound. We leave this proof for future work.

8.8 Specialisation-Time Errors
Our specialiser is unusual in that well-typed source programs may give rise to specialisation time errors (when residual types fail to match). One referee considered
that this revealed a weakness in the two-level type system:
\It is the very de nition of well-annotated two-levelness that specialisation
cannot go wrong. The fact that your specialiser can reject some of its input
just shows an inadequacy between your specialiser and the binding-time
annotations of its source programs."
We argue that, on the contrary, the possibility of specialisation time errors is inherent
in optimal specialisation of typed languages.
When a partial evaluator is used for compiling by specialising an interpreter, we
can distinguish three interesting times:
{ run-time, when the compiled code (specialised interpreter) is run,
{ compile-time, when the interpreter is specialised to a particular program,
{ compiler-generation time, when the interpreter is pre-processed to prepare it for
specialisation.

Binding-time analysis, and any other checking of the interpreter in the absence of
a particular program to specialise it to, is done at compiler-generation time. Is it
reasonable to apply any criterion at compiler-generation time, which guarantees that
no errors can occur at compile-time?
We claim the answer is no: it is an inherent property of compilers for typed
programming languages that they refuse to compile ill-typed programs. Indeed, it is
precisely because they reject ill-typed programs that they are able to generate code
for well-typed ones that does not manipulate type tags. No analysis at compiler
generation time can guarantee that all programs to be compiled will be well-typed;
type errors cannot be detected earlier than compile-time.
Analogously, an optimal specialiser for typed programs must reject some inputs
at specialisation time. No binding-time analysis can guarantee that specialisation
time errors will not occur.

8.9 Binding-time Analysis
Our specialiser processes completely annotated programs; the programmer decides
whether each value will be static or dynamic. Certainly we nd a binding-time
checker very useful, which ensures that the programmer's annotations are consistent.
But most other partial evaluators use a binding-time analyser to decide automatically which expressions are dynamic, given a division of the program's inputs into
dynamic and static. What are the prospects for coupling a binding-time analysis to
our partial evaluator?
Unfortunately, we believe they are not very good. Our partial evaluator is of a
di erent nature to other oine ones, and is less well suited to an automatic choice
of binding times. Every partial evaluator admits a certain amount of freedom in this
choice | there may be di erent ways to annotate the same program consistently.
Thus one may be able to choose whether a particular expression should be static or
dynamic. With a conventional partial evaluator, it is always better to choose static3 .
Binding-time analysers therefore choose the `most static' consistent annotation. But
in our case, although making types more static certainly improves the results of
specialisation, it can also lead to specialisation-time errors.
For example, in the -calculus interpreter in section 7.4 we chose to make the
universal type Univ a static sum type. As a consequence type tags are eliminated from
residual programs, but at the cost of restricting the -terms that can be compiled
by specialising this interpreter to be well-typed. If we had instead chosen to use a
dynamic sum type, then we could have compiled all -terms, but type tags and checks
would have remained in the residual code. In other words, the choice of binding-time
here determines whether we compile a statically or dynamically typed -calculus. It
is hard to see that such a choice can be made automatically.
On the other hand, a less ambitious form of binding-time analysis may be possible. For example, if -expressions are annotated static or dynamic, then perhaps
applications need not be, since one can infer from the type of the function which
3

Unless this leads to large or unbounded static variation | see Jones' article in this
volume.

kind of application is intended. In general, if the programmer provides enough annotations that there is only one consistent way to complete them, then that completion
can safely be constructed automatically.

8.10 Is Uni cation Desirable in a Partial Evaluator?
One may ask whether the mechanisms in our partial evaluator are overkill: maybe
optimal specialisation of typed programs could be achieved in a simpler way? We
think not.
Suppose we generate a compiler for a typed language by specialising a partial
evaluator to a particular interpreter. If the generated compiler is not to insert type
checks in the code that it generates, then it must perform type inference. To do
so, it must propagate type information via uni cation. But type information in
the generated compiler is of course just static information in the partial evaluator.
It follows that the partial evaluator must propagate static information at least as
e ectively as uni cation does. We consider it very natural that a partial evaluator
that can be specialised to obtain a compiler that performs type inference, should
itself be based on the mechanisms of type inference.

9 Related Work
The rst partial evaluator for the -calculus, Gomard and Jones' MIX, also processes a two-level typed language[GJ91]. But in contrast to ours, there is only one
dynamic type: code. Consequently residual programs are untyped. One bene t is
that interpreters to be specialised by MIX need not inject dynamic values into a
universal type: no explicit type tags appear in either source or residual programs.
On the other hand, the type tags are actually present in the implementation of the
dynamically typed language, and there is no way to get rid of them.
Restricted forms of type specialisation have been used in the past. Romanenko's
arity raising replaces a list whose length is known statically by a tuple[Rom90].
Launchbury generalised the idea using projections to divide data into a static structure containing dynamic components[Lau91]. Such a partially static structure can
be replaced in the residual program by a tuple of its dynamic components. However,
Launchbury's partial evaluator cannot remove type tags in general because the result
of a dynamic conditional is forced to be purely dynamic, and so type tags become
unknown at that point. Similarly the dynamic components cannot contain nested
static parts, so their types cannot be specialised. Finally, this technique is limited
to rst-order programs.
Weise and Ruf describe an online method for computing the static parts of dynamic values in an untyped language [WR90]. They can even compute static parts
of dynamic conditionals, by `generalising' the static parts of the two branches. In the
case that they match, the dynamic conditional has an informative static value, and
in the case that they do not, it doesn't. They can handle function values by treating
them as closures. However, they cannot represent disjunctive static information as
we do using dynamic sums, and they do not use the information obtained to change
the representation of dynamic values.

Continuation-based specialisation (invented by Consel and Danvy [CD91], and
further developed by Bondorf [Bon92]) also enables dynamic conditionals to yield
static results, by moving the context (represented as a continuation) into the branches.
A dynamic conditional in a context C
C[if b then e1 else e2 ]
is specialised instead as
if b then C[e1] else C[e2 ]
Obviously, if e1 and e2 are static, then they can be used statically in C. But in
contrast to our case, it is not an error for e1 and e2 to have di erent static values
| the context is simply specialised twice.
However, a continuation-based specialiser cannot be used to remove type tags.
The trouble is that the context C can only be specialised to e1 or e2 if it is itself
static: if the context simply applies a dynamic continuation then no specialisation is
possible, and e1 and e2 are themselves forced to be dynamic. Because unboundedly
many continuations may arise during an execution of most programs, making all
continuations static would lead to non-termination at specialisation time. So some
continuations must be dynamic, and so must their arguments therefore | including
any type tags. This is enough to force type tags to be dynamic everywhere.
Mogensen has proposed a form of type specialisation which he calls constructor
specialisation[Mog93]. Here some components of a user-de ned algebraic type may
be classi ed as static. For example, consider the type of integer lists
data intlist = Nil j Cons int intlist
Suppose that the integer elements are static. Then applications of Cons are specialised to their integer parameters; if Cons is applied to 1, 2 and 3, then specialised
constructors Cons1, Cons2 and Cons3 are de ned. The residual program will then
contain a specialised type
data intlist0 = Nil j Cons1 intlist0 j Cons2 intlist0 j Cons3 intlist0
instead of the original. All case expressions matching on Cons must also be specialised, to have a case for each new constructor. In each such case, the value of the
static component is known, and so a static value has in e ect been extracted from
dynamic data.
However, constructor specialisation cannot remove type tags from residual programs | only specialise them. The specialisation of types is monovariant: each type
in the source yields one type in the residual program. The method is limited to
rst order programs. But like us, Mogensen uses `forward references' to generate the
residual program out-of-order.
Mogensen's constructor specialisation was the inspiration for our polyvariant
sums (section 3.8), which provide essentially the same mechanism.
Constructor specialisation has been generalised by Dussart et al. [DBV95] to be
polyvariant: one data type in the source program may give rise to arbitrarily many
in the residual program. Like ours, their partial evaluator collects static information
about dynamic expressions which is used to decide their residual type. In this case

the static information is expressed as a grammar, which should be compared to
our potentially cyclic residual types. There is clearly a close relationship to our
own work | but also signi cant di erences. The static information associated with
dynamic expressions is determined by abstract interpretation, not by inference as
in our case. This analysis precedes specialisation, rather than being an integral part
of it. Perhaps this is why it requires approximations to ensure termination, such
as a restriction to so-called ` at grammars'. In the residual programs, datatypes
with constructors are transformed into datatypes with (other) constructors: in other
words, tags are never eliminated altogether4 . This is not surprising since the partial
evaluator never rejects inputs as ours does; ill-typed programs can be compiled by
the generated compilers. Finally, the method described is for rst-order programs
only, and a planned extension to higher-order requires a control- ow analysis with
attendant approximations. In contrast our inference based approach handles full
-calculus simply and naturally.
Danvy's recent work on type-directed partial evaluation may perhaps be related
[Dan96]. Danvy `residualises' two-level -terms given their type. His residual programs are typed, and it is possible to derive di erent terms from the same source
term by residualising it at di erent types. But it does not seem as though his method
solves the problem of type tags in residual programs.
Both MIX and Danvy's recent work are monovariant specialisers. Both use
unfolding, and can duplicate expressions in the process, but neither can duplicate
expressions without unfolding. So for example, a single recursive function cannot be
specialised to two mutually recursive residual functions (unfolding would be dangerous in this case). Polyvariant specialisation can be awkward in a higher-order
language because recognising that two specialisations are the same may require comparing static function values. In our work, we need only compare residual function
types, not functions themselves, and so polyvariant specialisation is unproblematic.

10 Conclusions
We have presented a new paradigm for partial evaluation, inspired by type inference.
Our partial evaluator is speci ed in terms of specialisation rules that prescribe how
a source expression and type should be transformed into a residual expression and
type. Static information is represented in the residual types, in contrast to traditional
partial evaluators which e ectively represent it in the transformed expression. Thus
we break the link between staticness and unfolding: a variable can be static even if
the specialiser does not substitute a value for it; static information is propagated
by uni cation, not by substitution. As a result we obtain better static information
ow, and consequently stronger specialisation, than traditional partial evaluators.
We can describe our specialiser in a very modular way: each specialisation feature
is tied to a particular type in the source language, with associated introduction
and elimination rules. Each feature is speci ed independently, and features can be
4

This specialiser is however optimal for a language with only constructor types | because
then all values have some kind of tag, which need not be eliminated. See Mogensen's paper
in this volume.

combined in arbitrary ways. In contrast to earlier two-level languages, we can allow
free formation of types. This has led to a number of new results.
Our partial evaluator performs type specialisation: this ts naturally into the
framework, since there is no reason to expect source and residual types to be the
same. Ours is the rst specialiser which can obtain an arbitrary type in the residual
program by specialising one universal type in the source program.
We can allow dynamic functions to take partially static arguments and return
partially static results; this is the key to optimal specialisation of typed programs,
where the static information represents type information. Ours is the rst optimal
specialiser for a typed, higher-order language.
Ours is also the rst specialiser to support both higher-order functions and constructor specialisation. This combination is powerful: we can obtain closure analysis
and rsti cation as a simple application.
We conclude that inference-based specialisation is a very promising new approach. But our prototype specialiser su ers from a number of drawbacks, and we
are already aware of several desirable extensions. There is much more work to be
done.
Finally, although we have described our approach in terms of the -calculus,
the basic idea is quite general. We see no reason why similar results should not be
obtainable for other typed languages, including imperative ones.
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